COVER & ROSSITER, CPA AND ADVISORY FIRM
WILMINGTON, DE

CREATING A
FUTURE-READY
FIRM

YEAR: 2018
DESIGN FIRM: Donnelly Banks Interiors, LLC
SQUARE FOOTAGE: 8,850 sq. ft.
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES: 35
DEALER: GA Blanco & Sons, Inc.
Cover & Rossiter, a CPA and Advisory Firm in
Wilmington, DE, was relocating to a new space.
They were eager to create a fresh environment
that would not only excite their current staff but
would attract future team members. They worked
with design firm, Donnelly Banks and HON
dealer, GA Blanco & Sons, for their new look.
Lindsay Wheeler of Cover & Rossiter said, “We
needed a space that would show our clients how
we can serve them, as we’ve been telling them.
We are heading in the direction of a ‘future ready
firm’. This space embodies that idea. We have
the latest technology with our software and
systems, and now we have the latest furniture
to accompany that.”

New updates included HON sit-to-stand desks,
lounge seating to promote a collaborative work
environment, and a multifunctional kitchen that
can be used for events and meetings in addition
to the normal use.
“Our trip to the HON Showroom in Washington,
D.C. was a really helpful experience,” said Wheeler.
“Being able to physically sit in a space to get a
feel for size and functionality was extremely
important in our decision to go with the cube
size which was selected. It was really helpful to
see and feel the different colors and textures
that HON offers as well.”
Affordability was also important in the decisionmaking process. HON dealer, John Hughes of
GA Blanco, said of the project, “There was
obviously a budget to consider and HON
provided the aesthetic pop that is part of the
21st century rebranding -- while also being
cost-effective. HON is set apart from others by
breadth of line and middle market pricing.”
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FEATURED PRODUCTS:
Abound®
Concinnity™
Coordinate™
Preside®
Flock®
Ignition®

